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 Usage 

　Usable for thawing rat cryopreserved embryos.

Storage

    Keep them in 4℃ until use. Use all the media once opened and avoid using the remaining because of the quality degradation.

Preparation

1. Warm up SPB1 at 37C before use.
    [Don’t open the vial when you warm up SPB1 in CO2 incubator, to avoid the change of its pH.]

2. Make 3 drops of 100 uL mR1ECM on petri dish, for each frozen tube containing embryos. 
    Put the dropped petri dish into CO2 incubator for more than 30 min.
    [Use HTF instead of mR1ECM, if you handle the pronuclear stage embryo. Similar to the following.]

Thawing

1. Pick up the frozen tube containing embryos from LN2 tank, and immediately take away its cap and remove LN2 in tube, and 
subsequently keep the tube at room temperature for 30 sec.

2. Add 0.9 mL of 37C-warmed SPB1 into the tube, conduct the rapid and gentle pipetting within it, and transfer the solution 
onto petri dish.
[Speedy handling is needed in above procedure, because the thawed cryopreservation solution is highly cytotoxic. This step is 
very important for the embryo’s good survival rate.]

3. Wash the empty tube with 0.4 to 0.5 mL of SPB1.

4. Collect the embryos from the solution of Step 2 and Step 3, and transfer them into one-drop of mR1ECM on petri dish, which
is prepared in Step2 of “Preparation”. Keep them at 37C for 10 min.

5. Wash the surviving embryos two times with two drops of mR1ECM, remaining on petri dish. One drop for one wash.
[You can culture the derived 2-cell embryos in the same drop of mR1ECM, without any medium change, up to blastocyst stage.]
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